Four magnificent and unique properties at numbers 6 & 7 Newton Terrace, each entered via their very own private main door. The two upper
townhouse conversions of numbers 6 and 7 are formed over ground, first and second floors and boast elevated southerly views towards the Clyde
River scape and north over the spires of Park Circus. The two lower duplex conversions, as number 6a and 7a, are a true mixture of contemporary
and traditional; whilst capturing the ever turning light from its South facing roof lanterns and private roof terraces, the lower properties bring comfort
and heritage together. All properties benefit from the unique provision of secure underground parking with remote entry and personal electric vehicle
points, as well as secure bin and recycling stores.

Currently under construction, with No 7 and 7a completed - this stunning victorian townhouse development is due for completion all properties by November 2018
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LOCATION
Set at the foot of the park district of Glagsow, Newton Terrace is
perfectly positioned for the City Centre, West End, Kelvingrove Park,
Park Circus and the exciting Finnieston Strip, which now holds
numerous Michelin bib eateries as its latest residents to the ever
popular area. The Central West location is key to the attraction of this
commanding main door townhouse conversion, and with the added
benefit of private underground parking, these properties will enjoy a
broad appeal.
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Carefully planned design to turn traditional
townhouse space in contemporary comfort
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No 6

Newton Terrace - Upper Duplex

No 6A

Newton Terrace - Lower Duplex

No 7

Newton Terrace - Upper Duplex

No 7A

Newton Terrace - Lower Duplex

“Functional living in style”

“Carefully restored Traditional features”
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CGI Representation - No 6a Newton Terrace
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No 7 NEWTON TERRACE
Private Main door entrance hallway leading to original central stairwell, as well
as a secondary stair leading to basement level shared hall, secure parking,
storage and refuse area.
Leading upwards from ground reception hall is a well-equipped utility room
on the half landing. On to the 1st floor there is a stunning formal lounge with
hardwood flooring, 3 large full height and beautifully restored, double glazed,
sash and case windows, with feature fireplace and period cornicing.
The sensational south facing dining kitchen, designed by Kitchen International,
hold all the secrets to perfect living and dining with wifi operated
appliances by Seimens. Leading up to the second floor, we find a shower
room on the half landing, then a stunningly restorated cupola roof light
illuminating the top landing of this upper conversion property. On the
second floor there are two double bedrooms as well as a master suite
bedroom which holds a walk-in dressing room and and shower en-suite. There
is also a main bathroom on the second floor with its own cupola skylight for
those clear nights under the stars.
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No 7A NEWTON TERRACE
Private Main door entrance and porch area leading into this superb
lower duplex property. Spacious entrance hallway accommodates its own
shoe and coat area at the front door, as well as its own large storage room
at the internal rear door to the common hall; and to top it off, its very own
wine cellar room. On the basement level, there is one double bedroom with
built in wardrobes, fitted out utility room, cinema/media room, and a large
designer bathroom. with oak flooring leading upstairs to the ground floor
kitchen dining and lounge area.
This open plan area showcases full height ceilings under a large roof lantern
skylight, frameless glass balustrade surrounding the internal stair, fitted with
a bespoke Kitchen International kitchen with continued oak flooring
throughout and full length bifold doors leading to a private south facing roof
terrace.
Furthermore the ground floor also holds a snug area for home office use
with a washroom facility. The remainder of this property is given to the
master suite bedroom, with walk-in open plan dressing area and a four-piece
designer en-suite. The master bedroom remains at the front of the
property and showcases the traditional restoration of the conversion
undertaken.
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No 6 NEWTON TERRACE
No 6 - a mirror image of no 7, with slight variations to specific textures and
colours. Equal in stature to its neighbour.
Private Main door entrance hallway leading to original central stairwell
as well as a secondary staircase leading to basement level shared hall,
secure parking, storage and refuse area.
On the first floor there is a stunning formal lounge with hardwood flooring,
three large full height and beautifully restored, double glazed, sash and case
windows, with a feature fireplace and period cornicing. Continued on the
first floor, is the sensational south facing dining kitchen, designed by Kitchens
International, holding all the secrets to perfect living and dining with wifi
operated appliances by Seimens, leading from the Kitchen is a functional and
discreet Utility room well equipped with wash basin, worktop and appliance
space.
Leading upstairs, we find a shower room on the half landing then further up a
stunningly restored cupola roof light illuminating the top landing of this upper
conversion property. On the second floor there are two double bedrooms as
well as a master bedroom suite, which holds a walk-in dressing room and a
bright shower en-suite. There is also a main bathroom on the second floor with
its own cupola skylight for those clear nights under the stars.
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No 6A NEWTON TERRACE
Private Main door entrance and porch area leading into this superb
lower duplex property. Spacious entrance hallway accommodates its own
shoe and coat area at the front door, as well as its own large
storage room at the internal rear door to the common hall. On the basement
level, there is one double bedroom with built in wardrobes, fitted out utility
room, cinema / media room, and a large designer bathroom. with oak flooring
leading upstairs to the ground floor kitchen dining and lounge area.
This open plan area showcases full height ceilings under a large roof lantern
skylight, frameless glass balustrade surrounding the internal stair, fitted with a
bespoke Kitchen International kitchen with continued oak flooring throughout
and full length bifold doors leading to a private south facing roof terrace.
Furthermore the ground floor also holds a snug area for home office use
with a washroom facility. The remainder of this property is given to the
master suite bedroom, with walk-in open plan dressing area and a four-piece
designer en-suite. The master bedroom remains at the front of the
property and showcases the traditional restoration of the conversion
undertaken.
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Contact Ivy Property.
0141 339 8935
info@ivy-property.com
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